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Introduction
Excessive power dissipation in electronic circuits reduces reliability and battery Life. The severity of the problem increases with the level of transistor integration. Therefore, much work has been done on power optimization techniques a t all stages of the design process (e.g., high-level, logic-level, and circuit-level). At the logic level-the focus of this paperthe main objective of low-power synthesis algorithms is the reduction of the switching activity of the logic, weighted by the capacitive load. Early work only considered optimization at the technology-independent stage of the synthesis flow. However, since it is difficult to measure the power dissipation of technology independent circuits with a dependable level of accuracy, techniques such as technology decomposition [I], technology m.apping [I, 2, 31 and gate re-sizing [4] have shown to be effective.
In this paper we propose a method that can be applied to technology mapped circuits, and that is based on the idea of reducing the total switching activity of the network through redundancy addition and removal. We start from a circuit ' This work is supported in part by NSF/DARPA grant MIP-9115432 and SRC contract which is already implemented in gates from a technology library, and perform power analysis on it to identify its high power dissipating nodes. We use a sophisticated learning mechanism (related to those of [6, 7, 81) to fmd logic implications in the circuit in the neighborhood of these nodes. Such implications are used to identify network transformations which add and remove connections in the circuit, with the objective of eliminating the high power nodes or connections from. them. Although other redundancy addition and removal t,echniques have been proposed (e.g., [5, 8, lo] ), our method iij innovative in two main aspects; first, it uses a powerful learning procedure based on symbolic calculations which Allows the identification of very general forms of logic implications; second, it operates at the technology dependent level; this allows more accurate power estimates to drive the overall re-synthesis process. Experimental results, obtained on a sample of Mcnc'Si benchmarks [9] , show the viability and the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Redundancy Addition and Removal
A circuit may fail due to a wire being physically connected to the power source or ground, where the failure may be observed as it stuck-at fault, under this failure, the circuit behaves as if the wire were permanently stuck-at-1 or 0. Let C be a combinational circuit, and let C j be the same circuit in which fault f is present. Fault f is redundant if and only if the output behaviors of C and Cj are identical for any input vector applied to both C and C j .
Any automatic test pattern generation program may be used to detec:t redundant faults (e.g., [ll] ). The computed information inay be used t o simplify the network by propagating the constant values (0 or l), due to stuck-at connections, throughout the circuit. The effectiveness of redundancy removal greatly depends on the number of redundancies. For circuits that are 100% testable, redundancy removal does not help. For this reason, techniques based on redundancy addition and removal have been proposed.
We illustrate this idea through an example. Consider the circuit shown in Figure l(a) , in which gate G9 is initially an inverter. All stuck-at-faults in the circuit are testable.
Therefore, no simplification through redundancy removal is possible on the network as is. However, consider in particular the testable stuck-at-1 fault f at the output of gate G2.
If the inverter G9 is transformed into a 2-input NAND gate and the additional input is connected from the output of In general, there may be a large variety of choices available in selecting the new connection (and logic gates) that may be added to the original circuit so as to introduce redundancies. Kunz and Menon have proposed an effective solution for selecting these connections through a method derived from recursive learning [8] . This process is equivalent to finding implications in the circuit; that is, finding all the value assignments necessary in order that a given set of value assignments are satisfied.
Consider again the circuit in Figure l (a), where the signal assignment G8 = 1 has been made. W-e may optionally assign either G5 = 0 or G6 = 0 to satisfy this assignment, however neither assignment is necessary. We therefore conclude that no additional assignment can be directly implied given the assignment G8 = 1. However, upon closer inspection, we can determine that the value assignment G8 = 1 indirectly implies the value assignment G2 = 1. If we temporarily assign G6 = 0, G3 = G4 = G2 = 1 and c = d = 0 are all assignments necessary to satisfy G6 = 0. Likewise, by temporarily assigning G5 = 0 we find that G1 = G2 = 1 and b = 0 are necessary assignments. In either case: G2 = 1 is a necessary assignment so we conclude that G2 = 1 is a necessary assignment for, and is indirectly implied by, G8 = 1.
Of particular interest to us are these indirect implicat i o n s , which cannot be found through simple propagation of signal values in the circuit and must instead be obtained through recursive learning.
Computing Implications Symbolically
We now introduce our symbolic procedure to compute logc implications through recursive learning.
Suppose we are given a set T = {T,} of relations Ti C: 3 . c(y) denotes the product of one or more single variable functions. For example, c(y) = y1& means that consistency of the assertion with the relations requires = 1 and 2~3 = 0.
D i r e c t Implications
At the heart of the implication computation is procedure impSatDirect of Figure 2 , which finds direct satisfiability implications of a given logical assertion, with respect to a specified set of logic relations. There are two inputs to impSatDirect. The first is the assertion, or premise, A(y). The second is the relation set T = {T3). The procedure returns a cube CO. representing the set of variables that are directly implied to constant values by the assertion A. In our implementation, T , A(y), and CO are all represented by BDDs.
P r o c e d u r e impSatDirect(A, T ) {
if ( t z o n e ) continue 6.
if (Ao E zero) return(zero,zero, { 2':)) 7.
10.
A' = Cofactor(Ao, t )
Procedure Essential finds a cube, CO, such that A = CO . A', and A ' is cube-free. If CO = o n e (i.e., there are no single literal functions that factor A), we skip the w h i l e loop and immediately return. Otherwise, we consider, one at a time, all possible direct implications on the gates from the set Q, containing all fanouts of variables in the support of the cube CO, plus all the variables in CO itself.
The first step of the while loop selects one gate from Q, and removes it from the set. Inside the while loop procedure Essential is called, according to Equation 1, to discover any new implication literals (lines 4 and 7 ) . We break out of the w h i l e loop and return whenever T j or A' reduces t o zero, implying the assertion A is logically inconsistent with one of the relations in the set of transition sub-relations {xo}.
The literal function t in line 8 represents newly discovered direct implications of the original assertion A. On each pass through the while loop, these new implications are added to the global implications cube CO (line 9), effectively accumulating all the implications of the original assertion A. As these implication variables are found, they are also appended to the set Q (line 10).
Indirect (Recursively Learned) Implications
Procedure impSatBexp, shown in Figure 3 , h d s all satisfiability implications of a given assertion A(y). This is done by first calling impSatDirect to find the direct implications, and then by performing a recursive Boole expansion, with impSatDirect as the terminal case and procedure cubehtersect as the merge step. Implications common to all leaves of the recursion are retained as recursively learned implications.
.
if ( V i , (TP E one)) r e t u r n ( c O , o n e ) if (leuel 2 MAXLEVEL) r e t u r n ( c O , As with procedure impSatDirect, impSatBexp takes as input the assertion A and the relation set T . In addition, it takes an input, level, representing the recursion level of the recursive call, initially set to 0. When level exceeds a specified limit MAXLEVEL, the search for further implications is abandoned. The first output of impSatBexp is the cube i mpCube, representing the set of all variables that are implied to constant values. The procedure also returns cind, the cube consisting of only the indirectly implied variables. The efficiency of impSatBexp depends highly on the criterion used to select the splitting variable for the expansion.
The heuristic we use considers all the variables y; in the support of cube C O . The splitting variable yJ is chosen such that it is in the support of the transition relation of some variable y; in co but is not contained in the cube CO itself. This heuristic effectively selects some fanin to a gate whose output, but not all its input values, have been determined by implication.
Using BDDs to store and compute indirect implications may seem inefficient compared to doing a simple analysis of the topology of a circuit. This may in fact be true if all we are interested in are single-variable implications derived from satisfiability assignments for single-literal assertions (for example, (y; = a) * (gJ = b) for a, b E (0, I}.) However, by computing the implications symbolically, we are able to handle more general implications as easily as simple ones. Assertions and implications need not be restricted to cubes and may be given as complex functions.
Redundancy Addition and Removal
We now describe our learning-based, re-synthesis procedure for reducing power dissipation. The procedure consists of six steps, described in detail in the following Sections 4.1-4.6.
Building t h e Sub-Network
Computing all the indirect implications of a network as shown in Section 3 can be very computationally expensive. While the learning procedure can be pruned by limiting the recursion level (see Figure 3 ) , this may not sufficientiy reduce the time spent learning. Therefore, instead of searching the entire network for implications, we extract a sub-network and find implications within it. Since reducing power dissipation is our goal, we first consider sub-networks that contain a high power-dissipating gate.
Indirect implications are present specifically in circuits containing reconvergent funout. Reconvergent fanout is defined as two 01-more distinct paths with a common input gate (or funout stem) and leading to a common output gate. That is, given input gate z and output gate j, there exist at least two paths, i -+ kl -+ kz.. . -+ j, and a + 11 -+ 12 . . . -+ j, where k,, 1, are gates and k, # l,, V m,n. The gate where the paths reconnect (gate j) is called the reconverg e n c e gate. I:n order to spend our time learning where it is most useful, we limit our search for indirect implications to sub-networks containing reconvergent fanout. The subnetworks are found using procedure findsubnet shown in The procedure accepts as parameters the circuit network and a target gate around which the sub-networks will be built. It returns a list of sub-networks, where each subnetwork is given as a list of gates. The subnetwork(s) containing that target gate are found by identifying common input gates (fanout stems) in the transitive fanin of the target gate, and their associated reconvergence gates in the transitive fanout of the target gate.
We perform a forward and backward search from the target gate (lines 1 and 2) up to a specified depth limit to obtain the lists funouts and funins. In line 3 we find the gates in funins that have multiple fanout (i.e., fanout stems). For each s t e m , we identify gates fanning out from the stem and not contained in the list funins (i.e., outbranches). These outbranch gates are used in line 5 to find any reconvergence gate. If a reconvergence gate exists we extract the transitive fanout list of the stem (stemfunouts) in line 6 and the transitive fanin list of the reconvergence gate (recon~-fanins) in line 7 . The sub-network then consists of the intersection of stem-fanoutsand reconu-fanins. As it finds all sub-networks around the target gate, the procedure merges any sub-networks containing the same reconvergence gate. It then returns a list of all merged sub-networks found for that target gate. For example, in the circuit of Figure l(a) , consider gate G5 as the target gate. Searching backwards from G5, one sees that inputs c and d are the only nodes with more than one fanout, so they are the only candidates for common inputs. Looking first a t input c, there is one path to the transitive fanout of the target gate that does not go through the target gate itself (i.e., c 4 G3 i G6 i G8). Since G8 can be reached from c by two paths, one of which includes the target gate G5, it is a reconvergence gate. The subnetwork is then found by intersecting the transitive fanout of c with the transitive fanin of G8, yielding the sub-network {c, G2, G3, G5, G6, G8).
Starting from node d , one finds the same reconvergence gate, G8, through a slightly different path. Rather than generating a second sub-network, procedure findsubnet appends the new gates to the old sub-network. In this manner: only one sub-network is generated per reconvergence gate. In our example, the final sub-network returned by findsubnet is {c, d, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G 8 ) .
Finding t h e I n d i r e c t Implications
Once a sub-network containing the target gate has been extracted, we can proceed to search the sub-network for indirect implications. We start by identifying the reconvergence gate in the sub-network and use this gate to produce our assertion A which is passed to the implication procedure outlined in Figure 3 . The reconvergence gate is asserted to both logic values 1 and 0. If the given assertion A is inconsistent within the sub-network, then the implication procedure, impSatBexp, returns cLnd = zero. This occurs if the reconvergence gate has a redundant connection. If, for the given assertion, no indirect implication is found, procedure impSatBexp returns cZnd = one. Otherwise, all the indirect implication gates contained in cInd are saved and considered separately to guide our re-synthesis.
F i n d i n g t h e R i g h t A d d i t i o n
Once we find the indirect implications for the given assertion on the reconvergence gate? we use this information to add gates and/or connections to the circuit while preserving its original 1 / 0 behavior. We use a method similar to data pow analysis [6] to determine what modifications can be made for a given assertion ( 5 = i) and its implication (y = j) for i, j E ( 0 , I}, where the implication gate y is in the transitive fanin of assertion gate 5 .
Consider first the case where (X = 0) j (y = 0). This implication can also be expressed as Z . y = 0. Given the function F ( s ) = X ! the implication can be expressed as the don't care condition, F ( z ) n c , for F ( z ) . That is, y E
F ( s )~c .
We may transform F to F by adding this don't care term to the output of F without changing the behavior at the primary outputs of the circuit:
The original circuit is modified by ORing the don't care term (i.e., the implicant gate y) with the output of gate z. . (F + y) = I . y = X , since y = 1 if z = 1.
In Figure l(a) we found implication (G8 = 1) 9 (G2 = 1). Identifying this implication allows us to modify the circuit by inserting the AND function G8 = G 8 . G2 without changing the logical behavior a t the primary outputs. Notice that this AND gate added to the network is "absorbed" by the inverter G9 which now becomes a 2-input NAND gate.
F i n d i n g t h e R e d u n d a n c i e s
Once the redundant circuitry is added, we use the automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) procedure implemented in SIS [ll] to find the new redundancies created in the network. Although gates are added to the network based on implications in the sub-network, finding and removing redundancies should be done on the entire network.
We generate a list of possibly redundant connections. Since the newly added gates are themselves redundant we need to make sure they are not included in the list. The result of redundancy removal is order dependent. Since our primary objective is reducing power dissipation, we sort the redundant connections in order of decreasing power and remove them starting at the top of the list.
Removing t h e Redundancies
After ATPG. the identified redundant faults can be removed with the ultimate goal of eliminating fanout connections from the targeted high power dissipating node. Redundancy removal procedures such as the one implemented in SIS cannot be used for this purpose for two main reasons. First, optimization occurs through restructuring of the Boolean network. As a consequence, even if redundancy removal operates on a technology mapped design, the end result of the optimization is a technology independent description that requires re-mapping onto the target gate library. This may lead to significant changes in the structure of the original network. This is undesirable in the context of low-power resynthesis, since the network transformations made during resynthesis are based on the original circuit implementation. Second, redundancy removal usually targets area minimization, and this may obviously affect circuit performance.
We have implemented our own redundancy removal algorithm, which resembles the Sweep procedure implemented in SIS, but operates on the gates of a circuit rather than on the nodes of a Boolean network. In addition, it performs a limited number of transformations. Namely, the procedure (a) simplifies gates whose inputs are constant, and (b) collapses inverter chains, while at the same time preserving the original circuit structure and performance.
Gate Simplification: Three simplifications are applicable to a given gate, G, when one of its inputs is constant:
If the constant value is a controlling value for G, then G is replaced by a connection to either V d d or Ground, depending on the function of the gate. If the constant value is a non-controlling value for G, and G has-more than two inputs, then G is replaced by a gate, G, taken from the library and implementing the same logic function as G but with one less input. If the constant value is a non-controlling value for G, and G is a two-input gate, then G is replaced by an inverter or buffer. Usually, cell libraries contain several gates implementing the same function, but differing by their sizes and, therefore, by their delays, loads, and driving capabilities. We select, as replacement gate 6, the gate that has approximately the same driving strength as the original gate G.
I n v e r t e r C h a i n Collapsing: Inverter chains are commonly encountered in circuits, especially in the cases where speed is critical. Collapsing inverters belonging to these "speed-up" chains, though advantageous from the point of view of area and, possibly, power, may have a detrimental effect on the performance of the circuit. On the other hand, the simplification of gates due to redundancy removal may produce inverter chains that may be easily eliminated without slowing down the network. We eliminate inverter chains only in the cases where the transformation does not increase the critical delay of the original circuit. For each inverter, G, obtained through simplification of a more complex gate, we first checks if G belongs to a chain which can be elimhated. If certain constraints are satisfied, both the inverter G and the companion inverter in the chain (i.e., the inverter feeding & or the inverter fed by G) are removed. In particular, in order to safely remove the inverter chain:
1. The f m t inverter cannot have multiple fanouts. 2. The load at the output of the inverter chain is not greater than the load currently seen on the gate preceding the inverter chain. The first restriction may be unnecessarily conservative; however, removing it implies that sometimes extra inverters need to be inserted on some of the fanout branches of the first inverter, thereby possibly introducing area, power, and delay degradation.
Choosing the Best Network
For the given assertions on the reconvergence gate, we create a new network for every indirect implication discovered by our learning procedure. We select the best network among them and replace our original network with it. Since reducing power dissipation is o w primary goal, our first choice is the new network with the lowest power dissipation; however, our choice is also constrained by the critical delay of the new network. Therefore, we accept the new network with the lowest power dissipation that does not increase the critical delay of the original circuit by more than a fixed percentage-typically 5%.
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Experimentail Results
We have applied our optimization procedure to combinational circuits from the Mcnc'91 suite [9] . Experiments were run within the SIS environment on a DEC Station 5000/200 with 88 MB of memory. We start with a circuit that has been first optimized using the SIS script s c r i p t .ruggedand then mapped for either delay (using map -n 1 -AFG) or area (using map.) The library used for the mapping consists of NAND, NOR, and inverter gates, each of which has 5 different drive options and up to 4 inputs. After the circuit has been mapped, gates are selectively re-sized with smaller gates with no circuit delay penalty. The method of [4] is used for this purpose. The re-sized circuit is the starting point for the experiments. By re-sizing gates before a.pplying our algorithm we have a more reliable indication that we are targeting nodes effectively (i.e., nodes are not targeted for re-synthesis because they are improperly sized). The initial statistics for these circuits are reported in Table 1 . We show the number of gates, area (pm'), delay (nsec), and power dissipation ( p W ) of the circuit before we apply our re-.synthesis procedure. If there are a n y initial redundancies in the circuit they are first removed using the redundancy removal method outlined in Section 4.5. The power dissipation after this step is shown in column labeled RR Power. redundancy removal step has a negligible effect on power
We then a.pply our learning procedure to find indirect implications in ithe circuit and use them for redundancy addition and removal. After this step, we again re-size the circuit where possible without increasing the critical delay. Table 2 reports the final circuit statistics. In the experiments, only indirect implkations that led to a decrease in power dissipation without increasing the critical delay of the circuit by more than 5?'0 were retained. The number of accepted implications is shown in the columns labeled I. The relative changes in power, delay and area are shown in columns labeled A P , AD, and AA respectively. Results show that power dissipation can be reduce substantially in some circuits by adding and removing redundancy through learned implications. In the case of mapping for area, a 23% power reduction was obtained for circuit bw. Of course, if no useful implications exist in the circuit, then this method will not reduce the power dissipation significantly (e.g., circuits inc and misex2 mapped for speed). However, enough examples produced real improvements to indicate promise in our approach.
Concliusions and Future Work
Although there have been other techniques presented on redundancy addition and removal, our procedure outlined in this paper differs from them in the following ways. The effectiveness o:f the method in [5] is limited by the fact that a gate must already exist in the network in order to add redundant connections, whereas we have the flexibility of adding connections and gates in order to optimize a circuit. Our method for adding redundancies more closely matches that of [8]; however, we have set up a mechanism better suited to finding more general implications than Kunz. In addition, he may permit gate transformations that actually increase the power and/or delay. Finally, the main difference between our work and that proposed in [IO] consists of the way logic implications, or valid clauses. are found. Their approach uses an analysis tool to identify permissible transformations on the network which may reduce power dissipation. Unlike our approach, their technique for finding permissible transformations is simulation-based; invalid clauses are eliminated from a list using bit-parallel fault simulation and the remaining potentially valid clauses are checked for validity using -4TPG. As more complex clauses are included, the number of clauses to consider can increase dramatically. On the other hand, the complexity of our learning-based approach does not increase if more complex clauses (i.e., more general implications) are considered while searching for valid transformations. Although our symbolic algorithm for computing indirect implications will find more general implications, our procedure only exploits the simple, single variable implications. If we compare our results to those reported in [lo] we see that we may not always be able to obtain as high a percentage of power savings. This is due in part to the fact that they are exploiting %variable implications (e.g., z = 1 + y . z = 0) and also because they are including observability conditions when generating their implications. As future work, we would like to take advantage of these more general implications and also include observability conditions on our symbolic algorithm. Both these enhancements should allow us to reduce power dissipation further. In addition, we are working on identifying more powerful transformations that may be applied to the circuit in order to further reduce area and power at no delay cost.
